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To all, whom, it may concern: reception of louvers at intervals up their 
Be it known that I, GEORGE HAYES, a resi- || height." They are also provided with securing 

dent of the city, county, and State of New 
York, and a citizen of the United States, have 

5 invented a new and Improved Turret Sky 
light, of which the following is a specification. 
My invention consists, first, in the posts of 

the turret-walls, which are constructed of sheet 
metal with two sides close together (or nearly 
so) and having two interior lateralflanges and 
two exterior lateral flanges. The metal is so 
folded that no joint is exposed to the inside 
of the structure, the post showing a smooth 
face inside. A joint is left at the outer edge 
of the posts, between the outer flanges, wherein 
is placed a securing-strip used to secure a 
covering strip or cap after the insertion of 
louver-slats, glass plates, or apertured screen, 
as hereinafter described, and the two out 
side flanges of the post are cut in at intervals 
up their height for the reception of louver 
slats, which are put in before the covering 
and securing cap is applied and secured. 

It consists, second, of the combination of 
louver-slats with the posts before mentioned, 
the slats being of sheet metal and passed. 
through the cuts in the flanges of the posts at 
eaeh side, and held therein by any suitable 

. means, their ends abutting against the posts, 
their lateral edges fitting into the cuts. Each 
louver is provided with an outside or apron 
flange fitting down outside the cuts of the 
flanges of the posts, and the louver-slats may 
be of any desired shape, as to curve and in 
clination inside. 

It consists, third, of the combination of cov 
ering strip or cap with the posts before men 
tioned, the cap being secured thereto by metal 

M strips inserted between the two sides of the 
4o post, riveted thereto, and the outer end there 

of passed through slots in the cap and then 
bent backward, forming hooks fastening the 
cap securely while permitting ready removal 
for repairs, insertion of louvers, snow-screen, 
or glass plates, when desired. 
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It consists, fourth, in the peculiar construc 

tion of the corner-posts of the turret, which 
are formed of one piece of sheet metal with 
diverging plates or faces, angle inside, and 

5o lateral inside fdanges without jointinside, and 
lateral outside flanges provided with cuts for 

strips or hooks for securing a cap in analogous 
manner to those described for intermediate 55 
posts, hereinbefore mentioned. 

It consists, fifth, in the combination of an 
angular, curved, or molded corner-cap to the 
posts of the corners, covering the space be 
tween the diverging plates of the post as well 6o 
as their outside lateral flanges, and securing 
louver-slats, glass plates, recticulated or per 
forated screen, analogous to the caps of the 
intermediate posts. 

It consists, sixth, in the peculiar form of 65 
the base-plate of the vertical walls of the tur 
ret, which is constructed of sheet metal with 
an apron-flange, and slopes, and set;back curve 
or flange, enabling it to fit over the curb of 
the roof of a building, and also to enable it to 7o 
serve as a louver in returning water to the 
outside of the structure, in combination with 
the posts hereinbefore mentioned. 

It consists, seventh, in the combination of 
a guttered transom with the posts before men- 75 
tioned, the transom also formed to answer as 
a base to the skylight or roof portion of the 
turret, as hereinafter described. 

It consists, eighth, in the combination of a 
screen of wire-gauze or perforated sheet metal 
with the posts hereinbefore mentioned, the 
screen being applied after the louvers are in 
against the posts, after which the cåp is se 
cured, holding the louvers and scree? in posi 
tion. 

It consists, ninth, in the combination of 
glass plates (arranged vertically) with - the 
posts before mentioned, in place of the screen 
before mentioned, where desired for lighting 
purposes, and ventilation unnecessary. 

It consists, tenth, of a skylight bar or rafter 
consisting of a supporting part and a cap, as 
hereinafter described, the bar supporting glass 
plates and collecting and carrying off leakage 
or dirip from condensation, and the cap com 
bined therewith, covering the joints above the 
glass to prevent leakage and secure the plates 
and connected with the supporting part by 
strips of metalinserted in the supporting part 
and Iriveted, the upper ends passed through 
in the cap and bent backward to form hooks, 
permitting ready removals of the cap and glass . . 
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used as a discharge-pipe for inside gutter, the 

; is covered by the glass plates of the roof or 
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dar strips after the lou vers are in place, their 
edges in the cuts of tlhe posts. 

in repairing, tlhe operation of glazing rendered 
thereby expeditious, inexpensive, and security 
complete. 

It consists, eleventh, in a combination of 
all the above-mentioned devices in one struct 
ure, to effect a saving of expense, saving of 
time iuu construction, anda, saving of material, 
coupled with lightness and strength. 

It consists, twelfth, of a combination of out 
side molded gutter with inside gutter i?n base 
franne of skylight or transom, the outside gut 
ter receiving the water flowing from the roof 
and disclarging through suitable leader-pipes 
at tille i Corners of tle turrettº downward to the 
roof of building, the same : leadier also being 

two gutters so combined constituting a cornice : 
for the turret. The i otter gutter may be dis 
pensed with wlere saving of expense there 
for is desiralble. 

Hin the i drawings accompanying, Figure 1 is 
a perspective view of a turret-skylight i con 
structed entirely after my invention, and pro 
vided with louver ventilation. Fig. 2 is an 
elevation of a portion of the same. Fig.3 is a 
lhorizontal section of the same at ac ar.: ; Fig. 4 
is a vertical section of the same at y dy. Fig. 5 
is a vertical section of base frame or plate with 
side face of intermediate post and section of 
louvel' i slat. : : :Fig. : 6 is a vertical section of 
turret-transom, face view of upper end of post. 
The transom is provided with a gutter which 

skylight portiom; but its lower part or gutter 
iS. Over oli Outside the vertical wall of tilne tur 
ret. This transo::: forms at the same time cap 
to the post and base-franne for tihe skylight 
portion of turret, and is therefore both tran 
som and base-frame in effect. Fig. 7 is a hori 
zontal section of intermediate post and cover 
ing-Strip, witlu top view of ends oflotaver-slats. 
Fig. S is a vertical face view of posts without 
covering - strip, illustrating the cuts in the 
flanges to receive tlue louver-slat, the edge of 
which is shown by dotted lines, giving its 
front flange. Fig. 9 is a horizontal section of 
corner-post and its angular or curved cover 
ing-strip, portions of louvers shownin connec 
tion by top view thereof. Fig. 10 is a vertical 
face view of corner-post, showing cuts in the 
flanges to receive louver-slats. Fig. 11 is a 
transverse section and portion, in perspec 
tive, of the roof or skylight bars or rafters, 
showing the fastening-strips by which the cap 
is secured, tlhe cap being omitted and strips 
not bent over. In this position the bar and 
strips are ready to receive the glazing, after 
which the cap is applied, the strips being 
passed through slots therein and the ends bent 
over, forming hooks, Cífectually securing the 
cap, but permitting its ready removal for re 
pairs to glaziling, &c. The caps to vertical 
posts are secured in a similar nmanner by simi 

Fig. 12 is a Sec 
tion of the cap to bars of skylight with por 
tions of bar in perspective. Fig. 13 is a face 
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view of securing-strips. 
of the same. Fig. i 5 is a section and partial 
perspective of skylight-bars, with glazing and 
cap, showing also the securing-strips. : 3 Fig. 
16 is face view of another style of securing 
strip. Fig. 17 is a section or end view of the 
Same. I Fig. 18. is a section of the ridge and 
hip-bars of the skyldight, showing how the up 
per or glass-Supporting flanges are bent down 
ward to suit 'tlheir position. . . . These bars i are 
to be provided with caps like, and secured 
like, those of the other bars and vertical posts. 
Caps and edges of glass are shown in section. 
Fig. 19. is a vertical section, showing how an 

Fig. 1-4 is a Section : 

outside gutter is added, taking water from i 
roof outsidle and discharging through leader 
pipes, used also for discharge from inside gut 
te’. 
molded cornice to turret. I Fig. 20 is an eleva 
tion of the same, a corner of turret shown. 
A represents the turret, intermediate posts 

of sheet metal bent to form sides at da, flanges 
b : b, and i fangesc c, the latter being cut in at 
intervals, as at : c', for the reception of louver 
slats whose edges are slid into the cuts c' up to 
their position, and held by a cap afterward ap 
plied and secured. 
B represents the cap, placed oli a?ter the lou 

vers are in, or other devices---Such as glass 
plates or snow-screens-are in place. 

C. represents the louver-slats, which may be 
of any suitable shape convenient to be Secured 
by being slid through the cuts cº of the posts. 

I) in dotted lines, Fig. 7, shows a perforated 
plate or reticulated screen, witlh fine perfora 
rations or uneshes, which may or may not be 
used in connection, as desired, to suit location. 
It is placed vertically against the flanges of 
the posts and louver-slats, and secured by the 
cap IIB or covering-strip which coverstlejoints, 
preventing leakage. 
E represents glass plates, which also may or 

may not be used, (according to the Season,) as 
in Figs. 19 and 20. In winter it is sometimes 
desirable to dispense with the amount of ven 
tilation furnished by the lou vers. They are 
readily removed by talking off the cap B, and 
glass plates inserted after the manner of the 
perforated screen and in its place, being se 
curely fastenedl by the same means as the cap 
3, the glass giving additional light, Sometimes 
also desirable. The glassis tilhus secured with 
out putty. If the joints require to be very 
tight, felt, &c., may be used as a bed for the 
edges. The louver-slats are inserted, held, and 
supported without Solder, resulting in a great 
saving of time in constructing as well as ex 
pense. At F are shown the corner-posts, also 
of sheet metal, bent to form diverging plates 
e c, flanges, ff, and flanges g g. A corner-cap 
is shown at G, secured in similar manner to 
the cap B. This cap may be curved or angul 
lar, or molded ornamentally, as desired. 
Hrepresents base-plate or base-frame of the 

turret, the posts resting thereon and Secured 
thereto by solder, rivets, or other suitable 
means. This base-plate is bent into portions 

The two gutters together constitute a : 
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h, i, j, and k, to render it fit for its position 
over the curb in a roof, and also so that its 
upper surface Will set back and return water 
to the outside of the structure, as a louver-slat. 

I represents the transom of the turret, cap 
ping the upper ends of the posts and forming 
base for the roof of the turret or its skylight 
portion. The transom is provided with a gut 
ter, l, to catch the water running down bar 
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gutters from condensation or leakage under 
neath the glass plates, and it is located outside 
or beyond the posts A, so that by or through | 
perforations in its bottom at l', it may dis 
charge the same outside the structure. It may. | 
discharge at the corners, if desired, and by 
means of Suitable leader-pipes, lº, in connection. 
The transom is also provided with glass-sup 
porting clip or stop m, to receive ends of glass 
plates and prevent their slipping down. 
K represents the intermediate bars or raft 

ers of the roof portion of turret. They are 
of sheet metal, bent to form central portion, Lu, 
glass-Supporting flanges n, n, and gutters be 
neath at o o. 
Strips N, after glazing, so that the joints may 
be properly covered and rendered water 
tight. The strips N are secured between the 
two sides of the bar by rivets or other suitable 
means. By the same means the cap B is se 
cured to the posts A of the turret-walls. The 
strips are formed with ends p p, which, after 
being passed through slots q of the caps, are 
bent down over the top, as in Figs. 7, 9, 11, 
14, 15, and 17. The glazing is applied to the 
bars, as shown in Figs. 6, 15, and 18 at E". 
The ridge and hip bars have their upper 
flamiges bent downward at an angle, as shown 
in Fig. 18, to suit their position. 
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combination with the vertical walls, and there 

By means of the i devices herein shown and 
described a turret - skylight may be built 
much quicker and cheaper than heretofore, 
the saving being intime, and metal and solder 
to the louvers dispensed with. M 
Whenever greater strength is requisite, as 

in very large turret-skylights, the roof-bars 
and vertical posts may be constructed with 
inside core-plate inserted between the two ad 
jacent faces thereof. M M 

Heretofore in constructing turret-skylights 
it has been customary to construct the verti 
cal walls with a transom or head-frame, and 
the roof portion with a base-frame set over 
and resting on the transom or head-frame of 
the vertical walls. M 

In constructing this turret - skylight I am 
enabled to place the roof portion in direct 

A cap, M, is secured thereto by || 

by dispense With the necessity of double frame 
between them by making the base-frame of 

- 6o the roof portion with a fiat portion adapted 

to rest upon the tops of the posts, and its gut 
ter extended beyond the posts, reaching down 
against their face. The upper end of the 
straight portions of the posts are bent over at 
their tops, forming flanges which are secured 
to the under side of the guttered frame by riv 
ets and solder, so that it answers for both 
transom and base-frame of skylight in one. 
At lºis an outside molded gutter receiving 

the discharge from roof outside, and forming 
Cornice to turret. 
WhatI claim as new, and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States, is— 
1. The turret-posts A, of sheet metal, folded 

to form two sides, a, a, inside lateral flanges, 
b b, and outside lateral flanges, c c, the flanges 
c c cut in at intervals for reception and sup 
port of louver slats, essentially as shown and 
described. M 

2. În combination with posts A and stripš 
B, constructed essentially as set forth, louver: 
slats C, set in and secured substantially as 
shown and described. 

3. In combination with posts A and strips 
or caps B, constructed and combined essen 
tially as set forth, the reticulated screen or 
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perforated sheet-metal plateD, secured there- . 
to, substantially as shown and described. 

4. The combination of posts A, caps B, lou- w 
ve? - slats C, and screen D, substantially as 
shown and described. M 

5. The corner-posts F, constructed of one 
piece of sheet metal, formed with diverging 
portions e e, inside flanges, ff, and outside 
flanges, g g, the outer flanges cut in at inter 
vals for the reception and support of louver 
slats, essentially as shown amd described. 

6. In combination with the corner or angle : 

95 

posts F, the caps or angle-pieces G, secured 
thereto by strips N, substantially as shown 
and described. 

7. The base-plate H, having apron h, fiat 
portion i, slopej, and “set-back” or curve k, 
substantially as shown and described. 

8. In combination with the posts A. EF and 
rafters or bars K, constructed as set forth, the 
trânsom I, provided with gutter l, and clip m, 
substantially as shown and described. 

9. The vertical walls of a turret, consisting 
of posts A. F, base H, transom I, louver-slats 
C, all constructed, arranged, and combined 
e?sentially as shown and described. 
* 10. The combination of outside gutter, l’º, 
with inside gutter, l, substantially as shown 
and described. 

GEORGE HAYES. 

Witnesses: - 
JACOB KOCH, 
CHARLES HAYES. 
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